world i s classified according to the categories used for persons, a case of "reverse totemism." The lay understand~ng of horse breeds i s that they are particularly successful experiments i n genetic engineering. Whereas voluntaristic explanations o f horse-bread categories, as based on the appreciation of objective and identifiable biological differentiation, are considered quite acceptable, the same kind o f explanations for people groupings, such as "race" and "ethnicity," are now generally rejected. When i t comes to explaining their horse pets, most Americans-lay and scientific-w ill maintain that horse-breed distinctions are by and large objective issues o f taste that bear little relation to concurrent developments in social structure, national identity, or state formation. I n spite o f the common knowledge that horse breeds differ from nation-state to nation-state, this fact o f historical cultural contingency does not seem to enter into the consciousness o f those who breed, own, and ride horses.
I n explaining the American system of breed classification thts essay wlll be organized around the following comparative observation: that the many lighthorse breeds in the United States are organized into distinct caste-like species, with an exclusivist set of allegiances to each, whereas i n continental Europe light-horse breeds are not seen as SO separate and distinct. Furthermore, Europeans tend to be agreed upon a single performance standard for all such light-horse breeds, whereas Americans subscribe to a multitude o f standards, some having nothing to do with, or having even an adverse relation to, performance.
The concepts o f breed, species, and lineage, and the regulation o f these dlffer markedly between America and the Continent, even though the animals involved i n the classification are often o f the same "stock" (consangu~nity), or are put to the same use (function), or share similar morphological characteristics ("conformation"). While social scientists and historians i n this century have been intensively engaged in formal structural analysis of category systems, only recently have they begun to deal with the origin, historical development, and transformation of the categories themselves (e.g , Todorov of th~s essay< are termed light-horse breeds, often a cross between the other two types and used for domest~c nding and competit~ve performdnce. In the United States they are not s~mply animals for "ritually-demarcated" use, and the theoret~cal dist~nction between ritual and everyday is not useful in explain~ng thew categonzation
The tern warm-blood relers to those European breeds establrshed spechfically for show purposes. They are a cross between Thoroughbreds or Arab~ans and local draft horses, and are the primary light-horse category in Europe Each European country has at least several different wm-bloods, which tend to be named after their geographical origins. Whde draft-horse and Arab breed categories have been constant over several centuries, I~ght-horse breeds (which also includes the English Thoroughbred) are relatively recent in origln (eighteenth and n~neteenth centuries), and In the Unrred States new ones continue to be created. The point be~ng elaborated in thrs essay is thzt the continental European and American breeds are constituted by different generative principles. The American breeds discussed here are uniformly recognized wlth~n the American horse world (see, e.g., AHSA 1982-83; Kays 1982 , Skelton 1978 Davis 1962 , Evans 1977 . Goman 1958 , Haddle 1975 Haynes 1976; Horse IdenriJler 1980) 1984; Sahlins 198 1) . I will examine the workings of these three primary (often-used) principles of classification in the structuring of particular breeds and their relationship to the evolution of a people, a national identity, and a state. This involves an explication of both the patterning of the underlying generative structure and the historically specific content. I will proceed via a discussion of the debate on totemism and myth within anthropology.
Let us be careful not t o ~rnagine that toternrsrn has vanrshed llke a cloud at the tap of the fairy wand-slight enough, in both senses o f the word-of Malinowski.
Claude Evi-Strauss. The Savage Mind Totemism, after dominating much of the anthropological debate centered around "primitive thought" in the early part of this century, was defused as an ~ntellectual issue hy the early 1960s. Already in 1929 A. R. Radcliffe-Brown suggested a shift in the debate, away from a question about the nature of primitive thought to one about universal thought patterns: He asked, "Can we show that totemism is a special form of a phenomenon which is universal in human society and is therefore present in different f o m s in all cultures?" ( 1952: 123) . In the case o f Australian systems, he explained, "The only thing that these totemic systems have in common is the general tendency to characterise the segments into which soclety is divided by an association between each segment and some natural species or some portion of nature. This association may take any one of a number of forms" (1952: 122) . In 195 1 Radcllffe-Brown gave us a succinct working definition of totemism, the full import of which was not further developed untll Uvi-Strauss wrote The Savage Mind in 1962. The Radcliffe-Brown definition reads: "The resemblances and d~fferences of animal species are translated into terms of friendship and conflict, solidarity and opposition. In other words the world of animal life is represented in terms of social relations sim~lar to those of human society" (1952: 1 16). Working with and expanding upon this general definttion, E v iStrauss articulated precisely how particularities and generalizations about systems of difference can be fashioned out of homologies made between different levels of categories, and how metaphorical and metonym~cal relations constitute the socio-logic of different cultural classificatory schemes. More-EVL-Strauss has often been accused of r e~f y~n g cognitive structures Although he does not deal with the sockal relations out of whlch the ideolog~cal transformations he outlines are drawn. he recogntzes thelr theoretical s~gn~f~cance. " I t I S of course only for purposes of enposltton and because they f o m the sublect a€ this book chat I am apparently giving a son of pnoriry to ideology and superstructures. I do not at a l l mean to suggest that ideological transfomat~ons give rise to social ones Only the reverse I S in fact true. Men's conceptkons of the relatlons between nature and culture is a function of modifications o l their own soclal relatlons But, since my a m here is to outline a theory oE superstructures, reasons of method require that they should be singled out For attention and that major phenomena wh~ch have no place in this programme should over, Evi-Strauss suggested redirecting study to "the ritualizacion of relations between man and animal" (emphasis added), which, he said, "supplies a wider and more general frame than totemism, and within which totemism must have developed" (1963:6 1).
While mindful of the critical contribution of LCvi-Strauss to this debate, the simple tap of his wand-metaphorical and metonymical operations of the mind-does not complete the task of explicating totemism. The formal ordering mechanisms of cognitive categories will reveal neither the origins nor the development of the structured and structuring practices, which are, after all, the raison d'ttre of both the categories and the totems. Evi-Strauss also acknowledged the histoncity of any specific application of totemism; he concluded that in "[so-called primitive societies] there is a constantly repeated battle between synchrony and diachrony from which it s e e m that diachrony must emerge victorious every time" (1966:75, 155 ). Yet, in his own work he ignored the implications of this statement, namely, that any account of a system of classification that focuses solely on the semiological aspects will not be able to explain the s~gnificance of the conditions of its production. Without an historical account, the most significant aspects of any system of classification-the limits of its ability to generate structures-will remain unintelligible.
We can radicalize Uvi-Strauss's contribution to L e tote'misme au~ourd'hui with three further observations. First, the postulation of homologies between so-called natural and cultural dist~nctions is not something reserved to the "primitive" mind. While Evi-Strauss, like Radcliffe-Brown, admitted the theoretical universality of totemic devices, he drew most of his examples from "cold societies." Nor can the use of a totemic device be reduced to "pure thought," whose contemporary manifestation is a genetic inheritance from past times. Where it exists, it does so as a motivated action with mechanisms causing its present production. Second, all totemism is initially a kind of reverse totemism. The animal and plant world does not order itself in a way that is immediately recognizable from a pan-cultural or universal-human perspective. The ordering that humans perceive to exist in the animal world is not initially an inference, it is a projection (Foucault 1973) . Third, through an examination o f a specific "totemic mythology" we can complete the task that LRvi-Strauss set aside, of explaining "how and why it exists'' (1975%). U v iStrauss stated that the "operative value" of totemic classifications derives from their formal character: "they are codes suitable for conveying messages which can be transposed into other codes, and for expressing messages received by means of different codes in terms of their own system" (1966:75, seem to be left In brackets or gtven second place. We are however merely studying the shadows on the wall of the Cave without forgetting that i t is only the attention we glve them whrch lends them a semblance of reality" (I966 1 17).
76).
As for mythology, he argued that it "has no obvious practical function: . . . it is not directly linked with a different kind of reality" (1 975: 10).
Here he is absolutely wrong. What I will argue in this essay is that the semiotic codes that make up the patterning of totemism are brought into being by ideological factors, which subsequently also determine the content of the codes. The resulting myths are never innocent, never merely a product where "the mind is left to commune with itself" (1975: 10).
THE W I D E W O R L D O F H O R S E S I N A M E R I C A C R I T E R I A O F C L A S S I F I C A T I O N
The horse has three gaits-walk, trot, and canter-that are generic to the horse as a species. These three gaits are not in every horse manifested as "pure gaits ," meaning that the gait can lose its regularity. For example, the walk, a four-beat gait, becomes a pace (an impure gait) when the horse moves the legs diagonally instead of laterally. The two-beat trot, a diagonal gait, becomes impure when the horse simultaneously moves a front and hind leg laterally (that is, on the same side). At that point the trot loses its moment of suspension. The three-beat caMer becomes impure when the horse lapses inta a four-beat gait. International performance horses, which compete ~n the three Olympic sports of dressage,hhow jumping, and combined training, are bred according to the confonnational specifications that relate to the purity of the three gaits. This single performance criterion is also the basic generative structuring principle of the continental European horse world. The American horse world, however, is structured upon various breed-specific criteria, of which the performance criterion is but one among many principles.
Most northern European horse breeding is rigidly (by American standards) regulated by the state, which tests and designates approved stallions and mares considered qualified for breedlng stock. This has resulted, over the course of the last two centuries, in the production of supenor warn-blood performance horses (crosses between light breeds, such as Thoroughbreds, and local carriage horses and draft horses), some of which have been imported to America, where they are now also being bred. While the international sports performance horse is the focus of European horse categories, it still constitutes but a small percentage (less than 5 percent) of Amencan horse breedmg, pleasure riding, and competition. The categorization af the other 95 percent of the light-horse breeds in the United States, which serve purely national or local purposes, is the subject of this essay.
Unlike the Europeans, Americans have more than twenty-six kinds of breed recognized nationally by the American Horse Show Asmciation (AHSA) , yet either esoteric or unknown internationally, that are deemed functional andlor meaningful for ends other than international performance sports. These ends include breed criteria of, for example, color (Appaloosa, Pinto, Paint, Palomino) , endurance and rraii (Morgan, Peruvian Paso Fino) , sprinting and cattle herding (Quarter Horse), eleganf, high-stepping action (Saddlebred, Tennessee Walking Horse). While European breeds are evaluated on a single performance criterion, American breeds are evaluated not only on multiple scales of performance, but aiso on arbitrary breed standards other than performance, such as temperament, conformation, and coloring (Haynes 197636 1) .
Whereas the European breeds, focused upon a single performance criterion, will readily take superior animals from other breeds into their registries in order to improve the stock, Americans place great importance on breed "purity" and invest a great amount of energy in keeping the breeds pure and separate. At times the criteria will even be redefined in order to demarcate more clearly one breed from another. While the strategies used to maintain breed distinctions are mult~farious, one strategy held in common among the various breeders involves the use of polythetic classificatory devices, such as versions of unilineal or cognatic descent categories, where no single significant feature is to be found in every member of the breed, but each member is assumed to share a common ancestor. Thus mythologies are constructed around a particular prepotent foundation sire who is said to have originated the breed. Thereafter, all horses included within that breed registry, while perhaps not shanng any "substance" such as temperament, looks, or ability, are traced back to the same ancestor.
Within and across breed standards Americans have developed distinctive styles of riding, which have their correlates both in the ritually demarcated show arena and in everyday riding practices. At the most general level, Western and English styles are the major categories, but both are further subdivided in the horse-show world. For example, the "Western pleasure" (a stylized performance, aesthetically judged) and the "Western gaming" (timed competition) divisions of Western riding have their English riding counterparts in "dressage" and "hunt seat" (both aesthetically judged) and "show jumping" (timed competitions). The breed and performance standards are open to constant reformulation, depending upon changes in the state of the art for performance, and in the state of the science for breeding, and thus constitute a social field of overt struggle over classificatory schemes. Since the knowledge of the making and unmaking of the system of categories is in the public domain, it can be acquired, thus empowering individuals with various forms of ritual expertise. For example, certain performance classes for nearly all breeds are structured maleifemale and professionallamateur. These classes include, for example, "men's English pleasure" and "ladies English pleasure," or "Western riding, open" and "Western riding, amateurs only." Other riding domains, such as "dressage" or "combined training," require such an extensive investment in training, equipment, and time, that they become, in fact, limited to select classes of individuals. Many of these breed and performance standards conform to the major cleavages in American society and serve as indices of gender, color code, and class.
Yet, the democratic ideal in America has it that everyone has or should have equal opportunity to pursue pleasure, although this does not include a guarantee nor provide the mechanism whereby everyone will in fact have this equal opportunity. And the American myth correspondingly goes that anyone can own a horse. Anyone can also breed a horse, as there is no effective regulation of breeding by the state or by other regulatory agencies, as exists in Europe. Anyone can also show a horse. And, in fact, many people of disparate cultural groups and socloeconomlc categories do own, breed, and show horses. Rather than make uniform the standards for owning, breeding, or showing horses, as in continental Europe, the American practice assumes that there is a horse to fit every pocketbook, to match every color preference, every temperament, every personal body-type, and so on and so forth. The horse in America is a democratic ideal To ~llustrate the development of specific American breeds and the distinctive strategies involved in their construction, I will offer an ethnography of four exemplary American breeds that are constituted according to the criteria of function and temperament (the Morgan), conformation (the Quarter Horse and the Arabian), and color (the Paint). These examples are intended to give the reader, on the one hand, a sense of the lack of functional necessrty in breed categonzation, and, on the other, a sense of the detalled elaboration of symbolic differences. According to one wideIy held myth, the Morgan had been a necessity in the past: How could America have been settled without him? The founding of breed registries, of which the Morgan in 1894 was the first, is accompanied by an extensive list of rules, based on morphological criteria, to determine what the breed is and what it is not. In the words of one expert, "acknowledging that of course there are always likely to be found some variations o n type within so versatile a breed, those people who are dedicated to the Morgan per se realize their obligation to perpetuate, in fact, his basic character and disposition" (Mellin 1973 :47) . Once a breed is established, morphological criteria and a particular expression-the Morgan "look"-are used to distinguish it from other breeds: "It is a bright, proud expression, at once mtelIigent, mischievous, a bit defiant and-totally irresistible! It is usually coupled with a snorty attitude, a tossing mane and an abundance of nervous animation" (Mellin 1973:47) . Can it be mere coincidence that the Morgan look matches the characteristics ascribed to the archetypical Jeffersonian yeoman farmer?
This Jeffersonian ideal-typical construction o f The American is the sum total of perceived American virtues.
It is appropriate that the Morgan, as the first official American breed to serve as a marker of distinction, simultaneously claims to incorporate the essence of Amencanism. The development of a distinctively American way of life was accompanied by what the historian John Higham, in a definitive account of this phenomenon, calls racial nativism: "mtense opposition to an internal minority on the ground of its foreign (i.e., 'un-American') connections'' (1967:4). Higham points to popular movements in the 1790s and 1850s in which nativistic agitation to define The American was particularly widespread. It was assumed, in both the popular and "scientific" literature of the nineteenth century, that there were at least three distinct European and many " non-Western" races. Yet, it wasn't unt11 the end of the nineteenth century that political and literary speculation on " raclal difference' ' received its "scientific" legitimation from biologists, anthropologists, and genealogists (Higham 1967: 149-57) . In a parallel manner, the initial political and social origin of the Morgan horse of 1789 was only later, in 1894, legitimated by "science. " Not untll the end of the nineteenth century did the Morgan become a separate and distinct breed, based on scientifically verifiable "natural" biological distinctions.
While the notion of breed purity is common to most American breed registry associations, European warm-blood breeders seem unconcerned with purity, often using other breeds in order to improve thelr own, and switching identities freely. For example, a superior horse in the Hannoverian registry may be purchased by the Westphalian registry (or vice versa) and its offspring will be registered without qualification. It is worth noting, then, what happens when Americans impon these European "unprotected" breeds. To keep the imported bloodlines pure, Americans have created separate registries for each European warm-blood, reproducing the breed-exclusive registry that exists within more established American breeds. In some cases, separate registries are even kept for those bred m Europe and for those bred In America, as if the geographical locus of conception made a difference. The justificat~on given is that the change in climatic conditions results in a loss of breed purity. The cross-breeding of imported European warmbloods with American breeds (such as Thoroughbred and Quarter Horse) has resulted in the recent creation of many half-breed registries. There have also been attempts In the past ten years in America to create single performance horse registries that would incorporate qualified "petformance" horses from different breeds. But, significantly, these registries do not Intend to challenge the breed-exclusive categories, for they allow and even encourage listing in both the specific breed and the performance registry. In other words, dual identities are created.
Conformarion: Arab Breeders a d Quarter-Horse People
The construction of breed criteria based on morphological characteristics can be clearly illustrated by comparing two well-known and popular American breeds, the Quarter Horse and the Arablan. Although i t has been an official breed only since 1940, the Quarter Horse embodies more than any other breed the American West, and its origin is often expressed in a folksy Western manner. L. N . Sikes writes, "The history of the Quarter Horse goes back a long way-back before the time when anybody kept good accounts of what stock horses in this country even looked like" (1958:13). Of course, Sikes is not unaware of the part he plays in myth building, for he appropriates other myths of the Quarter Horse as myths, such as a virility myth told of Steel Dust, a foundation sire of the breed: "So much of a reputation did Steel Dust get that, pretty soon, he began siring colts in places he'd never been. In fact, up until recent years, lots of cowmen would refer to a Quarter-type horse as a 'steel dust' " ( 1958: 13). One chronicler of the Western horse, Roben Denhardt, comments that "every horse trader who has not recently joined a church will modestly admit that his horses are direct descendants of Steel Dust" (1967: 17) . While the Morgan represents a particular east-coast-derived American archetype, the Quarter Horse appeals to a more general Western myth. Says Denhardt, "The Quarter Horse is a scion of the oldest and most aristocratic of American equine families, a race which can trace one side of the family to the Mayflower and the other to the Conquistadors of Spain" (1967:178) .
Arab breeders, as they are called by other horse people, are among the most eccentric horse owners in America. This i s attributed to many factors: They often fear riding their own spirited horses, they usually prize beauty and sentiment over function, and they commonly display an extreme fetishization of the parts of the horse. When asked to identify what makes an Arabian an Arabian to an Arab breeder, one man replied, "They have lots of mane. Lots of head with big eyes. And they are surrounded by fog. " Arab breeders have made a fetish of the head, so that regardless of how the body of the horse is put together, or of how the horse moves (how it carries ~t s rider), a proper Arab head-bulging eyes and nostrils, dished forehead, wild and flowing mane-is the most prized and determinative characteristic of the breed. Most pictorial representations of the Arab show only the head and at times part of the neck. Sometimes it i s surrounded by mist.
This contrasts with representations of the Quarter Horse, which often focus on the rear. At times the horse's head is turned so that it i s staring back at the camera, though many photos i n Quarter Horse advertisements show only the rear end. The history of the Quarter Horse parallels that of the territona1 expansion of the United States. I t originated in the southern United States, and was bred to run a sprint, a quarter of a mile. The thrusting power of a horse i s to be found i n a powerful rear end: a long hip with a muscular loin and well-developed gaskin muscles. The Quarter Horse was bred for this powerful rear end. Because of its special stopping and starting ability, i t i s particularly suited for use in cattle herding on the open range. With the western expansion and the growth of the open range, Americans, not surprisingly, found Quarter Horses to be most suited to their needs. Thus, this American sport horse was developed for purely local ends-for short-distance racing and cattle herding. Yet, a third use of the Quarter Horse arose, that of a docile and tractable show horse. The number of horses devoted to this third use presently Ear exceeds that i n the racing and cattle-herding oriented uses for which the horse was initially bred.
Paradoxically, as the initial functions of the Quarter Horse became less important, the prime symbol of those functions-the distinctive rear endtook on increased significance. The fetish surrounding this body part has resulted in the breeding of some horses that are uncomfonable to ride, for often the rear end i s out of proportion to the front, creating not a more powerful engine but an unbalanced, downhill-moving horse. This klnd of horse, known as the Bull-Dog type, "hits the ground hard" when i t moves, jarnng the teeth of i t s riders and decreasing the longevity of the horse, as its legs and feet have difficulty withstanding the pounding. One admirer of the leaner type of Quarter Horse refers to the Bull Dog as a "muscle-bound weight lifter trying to be a boxer" (Davis 1962:9) .
During the 1960s the popularity of showing horses greatly increased and show classes proliferated.s HaIter classes, where the horses are led into the n n g and judged purely on conformat~on with no concurrent attempt to link this to a performance aspect (like a swimsuit beauty competition, where the contestants need not swim), expanded greatly in number and took on increased status and significance. This was accompanied by increased specialization within each breed, so that a racing Quarter Horse was o f a type different from a Quarter Horse used for show. And the show-horse category was further subdivided into horses that couId win "at halter" and those that could w i n "in performance." With the increased importance of the showhorse aspects to the majority of breeders, who prized (with money and status) competitive wins in the halter classes over those in performance classes, less attention was paid to those aspects that keep the horses sound, that is, physically heaIthy . Put simply, beauty became divorced from function. I n order to accentuate the bulk (thus, the beauty) of the body, Quarter-Horse breeders during the 1960s and 1970s also selected horses with refined bones and feet, and they introduced some Thoroughbred blood-Thoroughbreds have slighter bodies and more refined limbs-into the registry. Many breeders today acknowledge that these particular conceptions o f beauty, having an attenuated and even adverse relationship to function, have resulted in a physical weakening o f the b r e d 6
A particularly distinctive and popular class at Arabian horse shows i s the "Arabian costume class," for which owners dress their horses and themselves 5 The entlre "industry" of horse-breed production and showlng is in fact growrng raptdly The following 
Color: The Paint
The color breeds-for example, Paint, Appaloosa, Pinto, Albino, Pa[-omino-while incorporating all three breed-classificatory criteria (function, conformation, and color) in both their mythology and their current registry standards, single out color as the necessary and sufficient condition of incorporation. A color breed such as the Paint, in order to constitute itself as a separate and distinct breed that is understood as a biological (that is, genetic) category, must assert that certain criteria, either singly or in combination, are uniquely Paint. In the effort to maintain and justify the distinctiveness of the color category, Paint owners and breeders engage in ceaseless semiotic and ideological maneuvering. In an article on the social uses of color codes, Marshall Sahlins provides an initial framework for explaining the semiotic aspect of the construction of the Paint breed: "Colors are in practice semiotic codes. Everywhere, both as terms and concrete properties, colors are engaged as signs in vast schemes of social relations, meaningful srmctures by which persons and groups, objects and occasions, are differentiated and combined in cultural orders " (1977: 166) .
The Paint provides a specific example of the development of a color code, and can be used to extend Sahlin's insight. Two related questions should be kept in mind: First, can one isolate the various strategies used to produce this cultural order, and, second, what is the relationship between the ideological motivations and the semiotics of color coding?
Even though the founding of the Paint-Horse registry, with which its legitimation as a breed begins, did not occur until February 1962, much importance is placed upon its ancestry, that it has existed forever, or nearly so. Its beginnings are traced back to 20,000 s .c. in Spain, southern France, Arabia, and North Africa. There is some confusion in the early records (that is, prior to 15 19, when the Paint is definitively dated as reaching America), as it is "impossible to trace the movements of each breed" because no distinction was usually made between the different kinds of spotted horses (Haynes 1976:3) .
After the fifteenth century the record supposedly becomes clearer, and we are told that, for instance, the Indians in America domesticated the Paint Horse "because they had an eye for anything bright or colorful," and that they apparently thought Paint Horses were better camouflaged than solid colored ones (Haynes 1976:24, 25) . "Paints" continue to be associated with the domesticated Other, which in this case is the American Indian. Popular forms of representation, from such diverse media as fiIms and horse-show costume class performances, index the Paint as "colored." From the television serial "The Lone Ranger" in the 1950s, where the Ranger (white) rides a PaIomino but Tonto (Indian) a Paint, to the film Silverado in the 1980s, where the hero rides a white horse and the buffoon a P a m , the mythical history of the breed is reconfirmed. Today the Paint Horse and the other color breeds can be found in alI park of the United States, although they tend to be more concentrated in the West.
Since 1962 the criteria of classiCication have changed several times because it has been difficult to decide, as one breeder put it, "How much color is a Paint Horse?" (Haynes 1976:54) . Initially, it was required that the Paint be recognizable as such from both sides, but this has been changed so that now onIy one side need be so recognizable. At present the other requirements for inclusion are height (fifty-six inches at age two years), gaitedness, and conformation approval (in the case of a stallion). For those that fulfill these requirements but are not offspring of registered parents, patrilateral descent, that is, paternity from a stallion in another approved registry (for example, Quarter Horse or Thoroughbred), is an added requirement. ApparentIy, the darn's lineage can be considered inconsequential for the purposes of breed inclusion. This American oversight-denial of the genetic importance of the mother-is not peculiar to the Paint breed; it is a quite common practice in the origin of most breeds .7
The requirements for participation in show classes for the Paint Horse are similar to those of the Quarter Horse, which the Paint Horse closely approximates in function and p e r f~r m a n c e .~
The one characteristic that all Paints are supposed to share-color-is also the only characteristic that is ruled out as a consideration when judging halter classes. The only class in which color is to be considered a factor is in a color class, a nonpoint (no cumulative year-end award) class judged solely on color. For show purposes, any Paint Horse, once accepted in the registry, has sufficient color.
What is most significant about the Paint Horse breed is that the criterion on which it bases its claim to a breed status is not and never can be genetically isolated, for ' honcolor breeds" will at times produce horses that theoretically qualify as ideal Paints, and Paint Horses will often produce full-colored offspring. Many color patterns are carried by recessive genes.9 Some horses unpredictably change coIor patterns several times during their lives. Nevertheless, given the social importance in America of horse breeds as a form of distinction making, each breed must necessarily be conceptualized as distinct, and invested with an ideal type. Horses not adequateIy measuring up to this ideal will be rejected as impure. Thus, the Quarter-Horse registry will refuse to register full-blood Quarter Horses with impeccable lineages but that have too much white or have color in the "wrong" place (that can, in other words, qualify as Paints), and will demand that the animals be withdrawn as breeding stock (by gelding the stallions and spaying the mares). The rules for inclusion as a Paint are the same as the rules for exclusion as a Quarter Horse, nameIy , that color markings as decided by "body contrasts" must o r must not be of a particular type and in a specific location {Haynes 1976:70).
The use of color as a "primordial classifier" illustrates the social embeddedness of semiotic codes and the consistency of ideological motivations within any particular cultural order. The resott to mythical histories, to genealogies based on shared blood or patrilateral descent, and to functional claims {conduct codes) parallels the kind of srrategies most often used to 8 The exact description of the Ideal-type and conformatLon I S grven as follows. "The Pa~nt
Horse is a stock-type horse. Head relat~vely shon and wide with small muzzle and shallow, firm mouth; nostnls full and sensittve; ears short and actlve, set wide apan; large eyes, set w~de; welldeveloped jaws with w~dth between lower edges, neck of suffic~ent length, with a tnm throatlatch and not too much thickness or depth jorning the head at a 45-degree angle and blending Lnto sloping shoulders wh~ch are long and relatively heavy muscled, medium-htgh and well-defined w~thers the same height as craup; deep and broad chest with wide-set forelegs and well-muscled forearm, back short, close-coupled and pawerful across loin, deep girth with weII-sprung ribs, broad, deep, heavy, well-muscled quarters that are full through the thigh, st~fle, and gaskin; cannon bones shon w~t h broad, flat, clean, strong, low-set knees and hocks, firm ankles and medium length, slop~ng pasterns; tough, textured feet with wrde open heel" AHSA 1982-33,2751. . . ---, -9 For a useful discussion of the genetic component In breed reproduct~on, see Warw~ck and Legates (1979:553-85). They canclude that although the horse appears to be a "genetically plast~c species," we are still ignorant of the "genetrc parameters of quant~tative traits in horses" ( 1979.567) .
constitute the kinship systems of human groups. The consistent breakdown of the category-use does not result in a deniaI of their naturalness, but rather in a reformulation of the color combinations that signify the breed. Color use never merely names objective differences in the visibIe spectrum of signified coIor patterns; it also, as Sahlins has argued, arbitrarily signifies and communicates culturally constituted social relationships.
I V . THE PRODUCTION OF D I S T I N C T I O N : GOOD HORSE FLESH
As we have just seen, the practice-theoretical logics governing the life and thought of so-called primitive societres are shaped by the insistence on dlfferent~atton.
Claude Wvi-Strauss, The Savage Mind The practice of sports . . . owes part of its "interests," just as much nowadays as at the beginning, to ~t s distinguishing function, and more prec~sely, to the gains in distinction whlch it brings.
Pierre Bourdleu, "Sport and Social Class"
It should now be clear how Amencan horse breeds, based on arbitrary distinctions of function, conformation, and color, are constantly manufactured. Furthermore, these distinctions and significations are not derived from some natural pan-culturaI ordenng of the animal kingdom, but are peculiarly American social distinctions that are in turn mapped onto differences found within a given species. The differences are indeed arbitrary: fetishes of parts (nostrils, eyes, and necks for the Arabian, rear ends for the Quarter Horse), priorities of coIor (for the Paint Horse or the Palomino), mythologies of origin and temperament (for the Morgan). By arbitrary I do not mean that these significations are unmotivated signs, but simply that the motivation chosen is one among other possibilities. There are, indeed, limits to the arbitrariness of a signification, but these limits are ideological constraints, no( semiological ones. For the example of horse breeds, the meaning attached to function, conformation, and color is possible precisely because i t is motivated by similar divisions in the social world of peopIe. lo I0 In an extenswe dtscusstan concemlng the names gkven to anlrnals, EVI-Strauss class~ftes racehorses as metaphorical knhurnan betngs (1966 207) He first narrows hks dtscuss~on o f names to racehorses, for "ordinary horses whose place approxlrnater mare or less closely to that oE cattle or that o f dogs accardtng to the class acd occupation af thew awner 1 s made even more uncenaln by the raptd technoIog~cal changes of recent tlmes" (1966 206) Reflect~ng upon Engltsh names, Mrnund Leach agrees wtth hkrn concernkng racthurses, but d~sagrees as to cattle and dogs (1974 100-102) W~t h regard to the Amencan case. I would emphasrze EVI-Strauss's caveat concernkng the hlstoncal nature of namlng "ordinary horses," whlch, as he uses the term, are the subject o f thts essay I would also extend the caveat ta racehorses, dogs, and cattle Whkle narnlng always tnvolves pallttcal power In that lr never merely describes bur also constitutes the object, rhere are senous l~mltattons to an approach thar determines the s~pn~ficat~an o f an~mals based salely upon a study o f the~r names as part at a sem~alagical system The names themselves are detemtned by a comblnatlon at material, symbolic, and functional aspects o f the ankrnal's In the remainder of this essay the question to be addressed, then, is how and why this particular set of ideological constraints motivates the semiotics of horse-breed distinctions. Why do Americans set up new rules for each breed rather than, like the Europeans, agree to one set of performance rules for all breeds? A passage from Evi-Strauss, explicating the relation of totem to caste and the "conceptual transformations marking the passage from exogamy to endogamy," suggests an answer to this question:
But if soclal groups are considered not so much from the point of view of their reciprocal relations in social llfe as each on their own account, in relation to something other than sociological reality, then the idea of diversity is likely to prevail over that of unity. Each social group will tend to form a system no longer w~t h other soc~al groups but with particular differentiating properties regarded as hereditary, and these characteristics exclusive to each group will weaken the framework of their solidarity within the society. The more each group tries to define itself by the image which i t draws from a natural model, the more difficult will it become for it to maintain its links with other social groups and, in patticular to exchange its sisters and daughters with them since it will tend to think of them as being of a particular "species" (1966: 177-78).
If Uvi-Strauss's conceptualization is correct, then the movement from exogamous to endogamous horse breeding would involve specific formative steps. How did the American horse breeds become species-like (or, one might ask, are endogamy and caste-status preconditions for constituting a breed)? This can be illustrated by examining the three processes involved in the creation of "good horse flesh": breeds are conceptualized, registries are created, and breed divisions are enforced.
While the definition o f breed varies from writer to writer, certain themes are held in common. Wayne Dinsmore says a breed exists when a "substantial number of animals within a species . . . differentiatle] them[selves] from others of the same species" (1978: L03). .I. W. Evans relies on an argument of human or abstract needs to explain breeds: "Breeds were developed according to the needs of horsepeople in each locality, or they developed naturally" ( 1977: 101) . Along with these two basic assumptions, many writers date the official origin (other than that offered in t h e~r mythologies) to the foundation of a registry. The importance pIaced on the official codification is often so great that, in his history of the Appaloosa (1975), for example, Jan Haddle dates the breed to the opening of its official registry in 1949, even though this is a year after the first full-Appaloosa horse show.
Haynes makes the above connections explicit: A breed is "a variety or relatton to humans It should be added that functron, conformatron, and color of horses are not merely metaphorical extenstons of differences in occupatron, morphology, and color of peopIe.
There IS also a metonymtcal rdentificat~on between the temperament, onglns, and funct~ons of panicular horses and the corresponding would-be or asptred-to charactenst~cs of social groups. T h~s k~n d of identification has only been suggested rn this essay, and deserves further study stock o f animals related by descent with certain inherited characteristics and capable of reproducing those characteristics, " but has also come to mean "animals registered in some associat~on o r club" (1976:6 1). This emphasis upon being recorded in the stud register or the registry of a particular breed is also regarded as the distinguishing characteristic of breed by the Manual of Horsemanship, which is published by the British Horse Society and The Pony Club, and is the most authoritative text on horse basics in all the Western English-speaking countries. The registry-that is, the concept consanguinity-has now taken on an institutional raison di&tre, so that superior animals Fitting the breed specifications will be rejected if their progenitors are not already members of the registry. " This needs to be so, says Haynes, because "it takes several generations of recorded and scientific breedlng to establish a Amily or strain' ' (1976:62). Horse breeders themselves recognize the creative and constitutive nature of their endeavor. "There is no reason," says John Gorman, "why a group of horse breeders of a certain type and color cannot preserve the purity of the horses' breeding and eventualIy establish a breed' ' ( 195 8: 229) .
In order lo establish "pure breeds," most breed associations at some point established extensive inspection programs through which individual animals were {or are) initially approved for a breed registry. Haynes points out that the desire to "ensure uniformity in the breed" led to "rigid stallion inspections' ' as one of many necessary "police actions'' (L976:52). The Quarter-Horse inspection program {no longer active because the breed registry is cIosed) can serve as an example of how these actions were carned out. If a horse's progenitors were not both registered, or if the progenitors were unknown, an owner could petition for inspection. After an initial inspection by an officially approved inspector, who was most often flown to the site where the petitioned animal was kept, the animal would be either rejected or accepted into the registry as an appendix-registered horse. The horse would then be required to compete and win in several different dlvlsions (for example, racing, halter, performance) at official Quarter-Horse shows in order to accumulate the required number of points. Thereafter, animals that fulfilled these require-" Gorman (1958:313) elaborates the levels of categorization used in speak~ng about tndlviduals who are partially or fully pan of a spec~fic breed. A purebred "is a horse whose ancestors have been recognized as a breed for several generations. They are generally reg~stered In a breed associat~on " " A registered horse is one that has been recorded in a regtstratton associat~on by name and number " "A crossbred is a horse whose srre and dam are of different purebred breeds." A grade usualty means a horse that had one purebred parent and one o f unknown or m~x e d breeding. A more bastc d~sttnctton 1s ofren made between hot-blood and cold-blood, wh~ch roughly corresponds to the I~ghr-horseldraft-horse dlviston. Haynes describes a hot-blood morphologically, as hav~ng "smooth body lines, trim legs and feet, quick movement, maneuverable speed" (1976:62). ments were automatically admitted into the full registry, wlth the possibility that they could be used as breeding stock. l 2
V . THE STATE, S O C I A L STRUCTURE, CULTURAL CATEGORIES
Just as there are many distinct, mutually exclusive-that is, caste-likeAmerican horse breeds, there are also many styles of ridlng. On the ContinentL3 not only is there a single standard-performance-for breeding, but also a unlform set of presuppositions concerning how tralning and riding the horse should progress. L 4 These continental presuppositions are formalized and systematized in the a n of "dressage." I will briefly sketch how this codification progressed, concentrating on the post-Med ieval period, as it allows us to bring together the interactions among cultural categories, social structures, and the nascent states of Europe. L 5 This comparative discussion of the sociopolitical context in which breed categorization developed is intended to illuminate the American situation, and not to provide an exhaustive account of European state and horse-breed development.
The first written texts on the different aspects of horsemanship in the West 12 For a perspectrve on the extensiveness o f an inspect~on program, note the follow~ng two years of statlstlcs for the Quaner Horse (Sikes 1958.12 Although the pattern to be sketched is generally true for the Cont~nent as a whole, I am l~m i t~n g the d~scussion to Germany and France. Germany 1 s today the recognized enemplaty center of international horse competition, of dressage tn particular, and a center of breeding for th~s purpose. Yet, 11 I S tn seventeenth-and eighteenth-century France that I~ght-horse ndlng as we know it today became codified, and for this rrason, the development of French breeding and showrng served as an e~emplary center for the rest of the Continent l4 I n an article on sport and social class, Bourd~eu makes several related observat~ons about the French case. He maintains that h e '>etens~on of the public beyond the circle of amateurs helps to reinforce the reign of the pure profess~onals," and he attnbutes "decls~ve political effects" to "the division ~t makes between professionals, the v~rtuosi of an esotenc technique, and laymen, reduced to the role of mere consumers" (1978:829, 830). Whkle democratization and popularizat~on of certain sporrs (that is, the extension of participation from royalty tn e k e schools to rnilltary to mass sportlng associations) In Europe may have lead to the solidiftcation o f status differences, the process m America I S different. Thls ts because, first, many spons In Ametica were not initially confrned to an elite or to a group of amateur connoiseurs (for example, racing. Western riding), rather they were initially qulte democrat~c. Second, the movement has been toward a proliferatton of breeds, spons organrzations, and shows, all roughly h~erarch~cally ranked and indentcally related to the creatton of class and status d~st~nctions in the general population. The consequence has been an appropriat~on of particular breeds by particular social classes l 5 The account here of this htstory follows the stm~lar, alhough more deta~led, accounts in the following texts : Seunig 1956; Wynmalen 1966; Kellock 1975; Skelton 1978 , Goodall 1982 are attributed to Xenophon in 500 B.C. For the next twenty centuries, however, there was very little written on breeding type and nding style. According to the current literature on horses and horsemanship, there were also no appreciable improvements in understanding, training, or breeding of the animals (at least in the West)'6 until the fifteenth century. After the fall of the Roman Empire, the use of infantry declined and that of cavalry increased, although this does not appear to have had any immediate effect on improving the calibre of horsemanship. Yet, between 1500 and 500 B . C . the dornesticated horse, arriving from the East, became common to much of Western Europe. This "noble beast . . . was associated with a new social distinction, " comments Emmanuel Le Roi Ladurie, " [and] in its way it marked the appearance of a group of aristocrats, living off contributions levied from the peasants " (1979:80) . In addltion to its function in changing agricultural techniques, the horse was simultaneously appropriated as an indexical symbol, associated with the growing nobility and with knighthood.
The formalization of riding and the development of haute Pcole began again during the Renaissance in the fifteenth century. It reached a fountainhead at the riding School of Naples, which served as a source for subsequent developments among the Hapsburgs (and the Spanish Riding School) in Austria, the French, and the British. A student from that school, de Pluvinel, is thought to be the originator of the French school. Antoine de Pluvinel's book, The insrrucrion of lhe King in the Art of Riding, printed in 1626, was written as a dialogue between the author and his pupil, Louis XIII. Following upon these beginnings, Louis XIV, from the splendor of hls court, created a French riding school-the School of Versailles-in the T'uileries. In 1733 the Frenchman Robichon de La Gutrnikre, who conducted this school, wrote what is still considere-d the classic text on dressage. His teachings formed the basis for all subsequent cavalry schools, the most famous of which is the Cavalry School of Saumur, founded in 177 1 , a direct descendant of the School of Versailles. Advances in horse breeding and trainlng in France subsequently emanated from contacts with the Saurnur school, which to this day retains its role in licensing instructors, trainers, and judges.
What one can conclude from this account is that horse riding in France is marked by the reliance o f a particular cultural standard upon the court culture and upon the development of a military elite situated in and near Paris. The growth of the performance standard in France is inextricably linked both to the process of formalization of rules of etiquette among French nobility and to the utilization of the horse in the mititary-political centralization of France." One is reminded of Alexis de Tocqueville's account of the demise of the ancien rdgitne, his central thesis being that "in France, more than in any other European country, the provinces had come under the thrall of the metropolis, which attracted to itself all that was most vital in the nation" (1955:72) .
Despite the fact that Louis XIV "tried to check the growth of Paris" six times, administrative centralization was the marked tendency of the French territory from the beginning of the seventeenth century, where the "true owner" of the landed estates in the kingdom "was the State and the State alone" (Tocqueville 1955: 189) . Tocqueville illustrates the tendency of the provinces to look toward Paris for leadership in all aspects of cultural and political life with a comment from a provincial: "We are only a provincial town; we must wait till Paris gives us a lead." He infers from this that the provinces seemed "not to dare to form an opinion until they knew what was being thought in Paris" (1955:74) . The German historian Otto Hintze is in accord that "the transition occurred only in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the period of absolutism and adm~nistrative centralization; it was finally completed by Napoleon. As a unified state, moreover, France became the model of development for the entire continent" ( 1973: 168) . l8 Whereas the development of "France" is marked by political centralization, that of "Germany" is by bureaucratization. The most common explanation for the bureaucratic centralization of Prussia in the eighteenth century is that external, chiefly militacy, threats from the new states in the West forced internal developments toward increasing centralization (Cf. Hintze 1973: 168-69; Craig 1978: 1-34; Wehler 1973) . l 9 Thus + in the Prussian case, military 17 For deta~led and theoretical treatment of the history of manners m Franceand Germany, see Nobert Elias (1978 Elias ernphasrzes both the internal~zatton of norms and the eextmal, policing efforts toward makrng particular cultural standards un~form Although, for reasons of length, il am not dealing with the s~i a l condit~ons that made possible the reception and adopt~on of a national standard, ~rnposed from without, the social level~ng pmesses that preceded and subsequently accelerated after the French Revolution are acknowIedged as important in the creatlon of French nationalism 18 Arguments concerning the effects of French political central~zat~on on cultural development are put forth by Pierre Bourdieu and lean-Claude Passeron (1977) on national education, and by Eugen Weber (1976) on the creation of national identtty among French peasants. Plerre Blrnbaum makes the strongest theoretical statement, claiming that the French state is an independent variable, setting the limits for cultural and social processes Badie and Birnbaum 1983) .
Max Weber, commenting on the imponance of bureaucratization in the development of Germany, notes that the lack of powerful status groups of notables in Germany was in part responsible for the absence of political centralization (l978:976-77). In am extended treatment of the Russian experience, Hans Rosenberg maintains that during the ancien rigime the bureaucracy "ceased to be responsible to dynastic interest" and "recast the system of government in its own lrnage " (1966.vi1) . By 18 15, the "political hegemony o f the bureaucracy . . . was firmly established" (l966:227). By 187 1, German political unihcat~on was complete. The interesting aspect of German breeding 1s that even without political centralization, each German breeding program (Landgesriir) bureaucratized and rationalized separately The h~story of German breed-needs, initially tied to cavalry effectiveness, necessitated breeding of animals that correspond somewhat to our present light-horse category.20 This effort followed upon, and was modeled after, the successful school at Saumur in France, for monarchs and nobility commonly borrowed from each other. Since the purpose here is not to exptain differences on (he Continent,*' but the differences between the American model and the continental one, it is important to emphasize that the Germans and French are much alike in holding a particular pan-national breed standard (although (he manner in which and reasons for which these standards were propagated differ), whereas in America, with a weak state formed on pluralist (federalist) premises, there occurred a proliferation o f breed standards.
For Americans, nation building-the creation of shared cultural-identity markers-took precedence over state building. In marked contrast to Europe, America had neither a court culture, nor large, threatening states on its borders. The classic formulation as to why political centralization never occurred to the same extent in America as in Europe was put forth by Louis Hartz, who argued that the absence of feudal social institutions, including an aristocratic -cuitural elite, made unnecessary the centralization of power required to dislodge it ( 1955:43-46). Samuel Huntington concludes from this initial premise that, white the Amencan state, in its subsequent development, ' 'often helped to promote economic development, . . . i t played only a minor role in changing social customs and social structure" ( 1973: 193) . Furthermore, without "external enemies" as a backdrop against which a national identity is imagined,22 American nnrional identity was (and is) imagined as a n internal affair.
ing is too lengthy to deaI with here; however, I might note that the Teutonic Order of Kn~ghts already owned sixty-one stallions In 14QO. In 1732 Fredenck W~lliarn I started the Trakehner Royal stud wh~ch was later taken over by the Prusslan state upon the death of h~s son, Fredenck the Great. Yet during the nineteenth century 80 percent of breed~ng still lay in the hands of small breeders, and the Trakehner horses were not branded until 1888. The Oldenburg breed was constituted in the sevent6enth century by Count Gunther, but not subject to licensing of stallions and breeding control until 1819. This can be compared wlth the early date, 1621, of the Swedish Royal Stud (GoadaII 1973 (GoadaII , 1982 Skelton 1978) . 20 The rnfantry, not the cavalry, was the backbone of the Pmssian army. Yet the Pruss~an cavalry enjoyed royal patronage and "~n the eyes of Europe (since Fredenck the Great) was the most famous branch of the Prussian armed forces" (Shanahan 1945: 17,19) . Perhaps because of the lack of political integration there existed great regional autonomy in breed~ng and trarning until the time of Bismarck. 2 L Bimbaum maintains that "the German state was unable to differentiate itself from the mtocracy" (1980:675), whereas in France "the institutionalization of the state was accompanied by marked differentiation k o m the dominant class " (1980:676) . Th~s may e~p l a~n In pan some of the differences between German and French horse breeding that run contrary to what one might on the surface predict. The German standard i s more unlform than the French, denvinp from rhe close links among the German wistocracy, the m~litary, and the bureaucracy. Yet the French, who have more centralized political admin~strarion than the Germans, also have more marked differentiation among the aristocracy, the military, and the state. Thus, the French exhlbir somewhat more regional diversity i n horse breeding and usage than do the Getmans. This has meant both a nativist universalism, as Higham has articulated, and a pluralist melting-pot folk ideology concerning the nature and expression of cultural difference.
In France and Germany, centralization-political in the French case and bureaucratic in the German one-played the key role in establishing a universalistic cultural standard, which for horse breeding is expressed in a slngle performance criterion. In the United States, diverse cultural standards and social strata were never subject to strong political or bureaucratic structures capable of or in need of bringing about a uniform performance standard Consequently, particularistic cultural standards, as in the domain of horse breeds, were generated as "separate but equal" social-identity markers Where state building precedes nation building on the Continent, centralized administratlon and hierarchical modeling leads to uniform breed standards. Where nation budding precedes state building in the United States, the denial of social difference and of hierarchy leads to heterogeneous and separate but formally "equal " cultural breed standards.
V . RACE, ETHNICITY, S P E C I E S , B R E E D Totemism, as Evi-Strauss argues + is the postulation of a homology between two systems of differences. It is a way of thinking that has no intrinsic content. Livi-Strauss makes it clear that totemism is the establishment of homologies not between the terms themselves, but only between the dif ferences "which manifest themselves on the level of groups on the one hand and that of specles on (he other" (1966: 1 15) He represents this as follows:
Nature: species I # species 2 f species 3 P . . . species n I I I Culture:
group I # group 2 f group 3 f . . . group n It is the same "pure totemic structure" that I am suggesting exists in the creatron of breed categories in America. The relationships suggested are not between particular breed and particular ethnic or racial categories but between a sprem of human d~fferenriarion and a system of breed differentiation. It can be represented as follows:
Breeds:
Quarter Horse # Motgan f Paint # Arabian # . . . . heed n
Hurnam.
AngIo-Saxon # German P Black # ttalian f . . . ethniclracial group n
The melt~ng-pot ideology notwithstanding, American social groups increas~ngly tend to be in practice statistically endogamous, occupationally differentiated, and residentially separated from one another (Thurow 1980 (Thurow , 1975 Harrington 1984 Harrington , 1980 . The ( e m erhniciry, which has traditionally been used to refer to forms of regional identity based upon customs and influences from outside the society in which the groups now live, is increasingly recognized as indicating relationships based upon differences used to demarcate indigenous groups from one another (Glazer and Moynihan 1975) . Michael Hechter has postulated that a common form of ethnicity is a reactive group fomatlon, where groups adopt hlstocically established distinctions to demarcate themselves from other groups, rather than adopting these identities in an interactive, closed group (1978) . Sociolinguistic work by John Gumperz (1 982a, 1982b) indicating the persistence of linguistic and discourse differentiations has forced re-evaluation of the loglc behind and reasons for (he use of diverse discourse conventions.
There 1s no need to go into detail on the significance and persistence of collective descent and race as dis(lnc(ion-making categories in American history (Gossett 1963 , on the relationship of race to ethnlclty and class, see Altschuler 1982) . Many writers have argued that race is the most significant category for Americans. A 1937 study of etiquette and race in the American South begins with the assertion that "the American people seem to exhibit a perennlal merest in problems pertaining to contact and association of the many races which constitute the general population" (Doyle 1937: vlii) . The logic of racial differentiation is often explarned in a manner slmilar to Hech ter's reactive-group-fomatlon thesis. L. Copeland states, "Wherever the groups and classes are set in sharp juxtaposition, the values and mores of each are juxtaposed. Out of group opposition there arises an intense opposition of values, which comes to be projected though the social order and serves to solidlfy social stratification" ( 1959: 17 1).
VI. C O N C L U S I O N
That i s why myth is experienced as innocent speech: not because its lntentlons are hidden-if they were hidden, they could not be efficacious-but because they are natural~zed [Mlythology harmonizes with the world, not as ~t i s , but as i t wants to create itself.
Roland Bmhes, "Myth Today"
Horse breeders and riders experience their breed classifications innocently. The myths they spin about their cultural performances, while not maliciously motivated, are also not harmless. These classifications do not anse from virginal minds. Rather, at the point of their orlgln and in (heir reproduction they serve as perpetual alibis, by naturalizing and legitimating the social order about which (hey speak. Unlike "the primitive," the century-old creatlon of anthropological study, who is said to deny nature and to reify culture, Americans seek to reify certain parts of their culture which they falsely identify as nature. Americans forget that "nature," in as far as it is experienced and becomes part of a human life-world, is also a cultural construct.
It is no accident that American notions and usage of horse breeds-where the concepts of race and ethnicity, blood and breed~ng, have all become reified into biological naturalisms-are first taken from human categories and then projected onto animal classifications. In the Amencan case, Durkheim's basic insight about the relation of totem to clan can be conf~rmed. The concept of horse breeds is, in fact, a stolen language, stolen from our practice of social structure. This is a specific instance of a general phenomenon that can only be explained as a reverse totemism. Horse breeds are thus an example of what Sahlins has called scientific toternism (1976: 106) .
The creation, in our image, of a world of differentiated animal species is also inextricably linked to the reciprocal influences of cultural categories, social-structural practices, and the formation of nation-s tale identities. Although in everyday speech the terms breed and species, or race, ethniciv, and species may not be confused, in practice the different horse breeds are treated as I€ they were separate species. Since breed, like race, is confused with and often considered a matter of genetics and biology, and not culture, and since biology is considered the ultimate arbiter of phenomenological disputes, the naturalness of this social order is never questioned. In this case, the postMendelian scientific discourse on genetics enters the history of horse breeding after the forms of classification and their motivations have already been culturally cast. Today, the relationship of the science of genetics to popular representations and practices, when not serving a merely legitimating role for what is already there, remains tenuous.
Though this essay focuses on the analysis of the totemic nature of horsebreed categorization in America, the theoretical implications of the argument are broader. As Roland Barthes so perspicaciously argued, and as the specific examples here illustrate, the mythical systems produced through classificatory devices, while experienced as innocent speech, are in fact constructed, first, by a plagiarism of the social world, and second, by a harmonization of that plagiarism with its dominant discourse. This kind of myth is neither simply a charter for reality nor is it an invention of pure thought. It is both a language for analogically representing and reconstituting another reality-an hierarchical system of human differentiation-and a means by which that reality can be validated.
